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Practical Aircraft Balance... Simplified



RELOCATING A HEAVIER ENGINE Replacement of a 158 Ib. engine by one weighing 276 Ibs. including weight changes of cowling, engine oil and propeller
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engine CG
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location
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Existing



O A/C CG location



682 Ibs.—* A/C



276 Ibs.



± empty weight. 800 Ibs.—»(with new engine).



(Engine weight)



STEP #1—Compute difference in engine weights: New engine: 276# — 158# : existing engine = 118* STEP #2—Solve for ADVERSE MOMENT: Engine CG ADVERSE Difference in engine weight x to DATUM. = MOMENT 118# x —29.0" = —3422"# STEP #3—Compute distance engine is to be MOVED BACK: ADVERSE New engine Distance to move MOMENT / _weight^ = _engine back. ~ / 276# =_____ PROOF: 16.0" = 10,912" # Orig. A/C empty weight: 682#



Added, moment due to heavier engine: Engine removed: Engine replaced:
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H8# — 158# 276#



=



—29.0" —16.6"



1,888"#



= =



4,582" # — 4,582" #



12,800" # A/C CG location: 12,800"#/800# = 16.0" (OK) CORRECTING A TAIL-HEAVY CONDITION
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STEP #1—Solve for the ADVERSE MOMENT:



A/C empty weight



x



Distance between existing & desired A/C CGjs___ =



682#



x



4.3"



=



ADVERSE MOMENT 2933"#



STEP #2— Compute distance engine is to be MOVED FORWARD: Engine Distance to move ADVERSE weight = engine forward _MOMENT^ __ / 2933" # PROOF:



A/C empty weight: Engine removed: Engine replaced:



682# — 158# 158#



x 18.9" = x —26.0" = x —44.56" =



New A/C CG location: 9,957"#/682# = 14.6" (OK) 16 DECEMBER 1964



IS plentiful regardIbutNFORMATION ing aircraft weight and balance, most of the printed material deals with certificated aircraft. Necessary changes are made by ballasting or the shifting of items which are readily moved such as batteries, radios, etc., and no relocating of fixed components, such as engines, are considered. The homebuilder, however, is more concerned with the latter operation in order to correct for variations in the actual weight of parts as



compared



to



their



estimated



weight before construction. It has always been difficult to find information concerning the replacement of an engine with a heavier one, as far as the balance problem is concerned. Also, the correcting of a nose-heavy or tail-heavy condition by shifting the engine location. This article is an attempt to solve some typical problems of this kind and, at the same time, to keep the computations on a level where anyone who can do simple multiplication and division will be able to obtain the answers in a few minutes. The methods used are accurate, but are completely divorced from the usual routine methods employed, as we have resorted to an "adverse moment" principle throughout, in order to simplify computations.



In applying these examples, do not forget that more than the simple weight of the engine is involved. The Center of Gravity of the engine cowling usually moves forward or backward about the same amount as the engine Center of Gravity, so the "Engine Weight" figure should include the addition or removal of cowling weight. If the engine is "wet sump,"
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/
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12,890" # 4,108"# — 7,041"# 9,957" #



then the oil it normally contains should be added to the dry engine weight. As the propeller is attached to the engine hub, its weight shift must be considered and added to the



"engine weight." In the subsequent



problems, the foregoing factors have



CORRECTING A NOSE-HEAVY CONDITION DATUM



been considered and the "engine weight," as given, assumes a value



and a Center of Gravity location modified by these factors. In regard to signs in the following examples, any item removed is prefixed by the negative, (—) sign, whereas any item added or replaced is considered as carrying the positive, (+) sign. All distances shown forward of the DATUM are considered negative, (—) whereas all distances aft of the DATUM are positive, (+). The positive sign is not written as any values without a sign are considered positive. The DATUM, in practice, can be a line with a plumb-bob hung over the leading edge of the wing, adjacent to the fuselage, so that measurements can be laid out and transferred from the floor. If the wing is tapered, the location of the mean aerodynamic chord, (MAC) must be considered in relation to the actual wing section at the point where the plumbbob is hung in any measurements made to a percent of chord location. The same comment applies, of course, to biplanes where the MAC must be established for a DATUM point. A
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STEP #1—Solve for ADVERSE MOMENT:



Distance between A/C existing & desired ADVERSE ^mpty weight x A/C CG's = MOMENT 995# x 5" = 4975"# STEP #2—Compute distance engine is to be MOVED BACK: ADVERSE Engine Distance to move MOMENT 4975"#



/ /



PROOF: A/C empty weight: Engine removed:



Engine replaced:



^veight 276#



995#



—276#



276#



engine back. 18"



12" —38.5"



x —20.5"



New A/C CG location: 16,908"#/995# = 17.0" (OK)



= = =



11,940"# 10,626"#



— 5,658" #



16,908"#



More Aircraft Added To Museum Collection Michael Brugger, Franklin, Wis., is shown with the Rezich Racer, a Goodyear 190 cu. in. aircraft, donated by Nick Rezich of Rockford, III. The aircraft is assembled and uncovered except the bottom of the wings which have plywood covering and a plywood covered horizontal stabilizer and elevator. The aircraft has attracted considerable attention and has offered a clearer understanding of aircraft construction techniques to many aircraft homebuilders.



The Aeronca C-3 was truly a pioneer in lightplane development. Ken Cook and F. Sanlader of Milwaukee, Wis., spent many hours restoring this beautiful aircraft and on October 31, 1964, Mr. Sanlader made its last flight when he delivered the airplane to the EAA Air Museum Foundation. The airplane now rests along with others in the EAA Air Museum. Curator Joe Boucher and director of restoration Val Brugger are being kept busy in preparation and planning of displays.
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